Adaptive management: where are we now?
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SUMMARY
Adaptive management (AM) emerged in the literature in the mid-1970s in response both to a realization of the extent of uncertainty involved in management, and a frustration with attempts to use modelling to integrate knowledge and make predictions. The term has since become increasingly widely used in scientific articles, policy documents and management plans, but both understanding and application of the concept is mixed. This paper reviews recent literature from conservation and natural resource management journals to assess diversity in how the term is used, highlight ambiguities and consider how the concept might be further assessed. AM is currently being used to describe many different management contexts, scales and locations. Few authors define the term explicitly or describe how it offers a means to improve management outcomes in their specific management context. Many do not adhere to the idea as it was originally conceived, despite citing seminal work. Significant confusion exists over the distinction between active and passive approaches. Over half of the studies reporting to implement AM claimed to have done so successfully, yet none quantified specific benefits, or costs, in relation to possible alternatives. Similarly those studies reporting to assess the approach did so only in relation to specific models and their parameterizations; none assessed the benefits or costs of AM in the field. AM is regarded by some as an effective and well-established framework to support the management of natural resources, yet by others as a concept difficult to realize and fraught with implementation challenges; neither of these observations is wholly accurate. From a scientific and technical perspective many practical questions remain; in particular real-world assessments of the value of experimentation within a management framework, as well as of identified challenges and pathologies, are needed. Further discussion and systematic assessment of the approach is required, together with greater attention to its definition and description, enabling the assessment of new approaches to managing uncertainty, and AM itself.
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INTRODUCTION
Adaptive management (AM) is natural resource management conducted in a manner that purposely and explicitly increases knowledge and reduces uncertainty (Holling 1978; Walters 1986). Developed by C.S. Holling and Carl Walters, and originally termed adaptive environmental assessment and management, AM emerged in the literature in the mid-1970s in response both to a realization of the extent of uncertainty involved in management (Holling 1978; Walters & Hilborn 1978), and a frustration with attempts to use modelling to integrate knowledge and make predictions (Walters 2007). Holling and Walters’ concept directly linked experimentation in management with a formal process of hypothesis testing and assessment of system response. It also provided a role for wider stakeholder participation, reversing the traditional approach to management based on centralized planning, top-down decision-making and control, with its many limitations (including the exclusion of other interests), and often adverse ecological outcomes (Holling & Meffe 1996).

Numerous resource management agencies, multinational non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and international policy bodies embraced the idea (Williams & Johnson 1995; USEPA [United States Environmental Protection Agency] 2000, 2007; Salafsky et al. 2001; CBD [Convention on Biological Diversity] 2004; Linkov et al. 2006; CMP [Conservation Measures Partnership] 2007; Nature Conservancy 2007; WWF [World Wildlife Fund] 2007). AM is firmly established in natural resource management agency practice in the USA at all levels, even without much statutory, regulatory or judicial mandate (Ruhl 2008). Many smaller projects and initiatives followed this trend (for example McCarthy & Possingham 2007), and the approach is widely cited in the academic literature as an aspiration for natural resource management (Johnson 1999). Indeed, AM has become ‘something of a mantra among conservation ecologists and natural resource managers’ (Karkkainen 2003) being included as one of the normative concepts in conservation (Callicott et al. 1999) With the surge of interest in AM, the concept has become increasingly commonly simplified, misrepresented or misunderstood (Parma et al. 1998). Efforts
have been made to clarify the core principles as originally stated, including a distinction made between active and passive AM (see for example Schreiber et al. 2004). Active AM (AAM) is described as management where options are viewed as hypotheses to be tested; experimentation is key and both formalized learning and management are objectives. In contrast, passive AM (PAM) implements a single preferred course of action based on the best available modelling and planning, which is then modified as experience grows (Bryan et al. 2009; Owens 2009; Benson & Garmenti 2011).

Despite such efforts, significant misunderstanding and ambiguity persists. In many cases, AM is described as representing simply management ‘that incorporates past experience’ (Varley & Boyce 2006) or ‘learning by doing’ (Feldman 2008). Indeed, managers who use a trial-and-error approach to contend with changing resource systems argue that they are already using AM. These misperceptions confound an understanding of what AM requires, how it has been implemented to date, with what accomplishments, and with what future potential (Jacobson et al. 2009; Allen et al. 2011). For example, two divergent perceptions about the use of AM exist in the literature. Some claim AM is a well-developed approach with a wide body of implementation experience, namely ‘...a well-established concept that has received significant theoretical attention’ (Eberhard et al. 2009), and ‘a concept that has been increasingly adopted in natural resource management’ (Mackenzie & Keith 2009). Others argue that examples of actual implementation are rare and instances of success even rarer, namely ‘...few successful practical applications of the adaptive management framework’ (Bryan et al. 2009), and ‘documented failure rates are high’ (Eberhard et al. 2009).

In an attempt to highlight and resolve some of this ambiguity, we review the use of the term AM and the approach that it signifies in recently published natural resource management and conservation literature. We document the broad geographical locations, systems, and management contexts in which AM has been discussed or implemented; the components of AM that have been applied; and, where information permits, with what outcomes. Specifically we ask: how is the term AM being used? Does its use vary among published articles and what are the particular points of divergence? To what extent has the practice of AM developed in recent years? Finally, what lessons have been learnt from its application and what challenges remain in applying AM successfully?

METHODS

A search of ISI Web of Knowledge for 2009 generated 295 records that contained the words ‘adaptive management’ in their text, title, abstract or keywords. We chose 2009 as this was the most recent full year available to us when starting the study; time did not permit a multi-year review. Papers from 2008 (123 articles) were reviewed initially to test the protocol, following revisions the review was extended to 2009.
models and/or management actions based on what has been learned, and
(8) Iterative repetition of this cycle (points 1–6 above) so that management reduces uncertainties and leads to improved management outcomes over time.

We assessed which of these was most commonly acknowledged or, conversely, omitted. The assessment was based only on explicit description of a completed activity, or of one planned but not yet implemented, within the paper, nevertheless this provided insights into the use of the concept.

DEFINITIONS AND APPLICATIONS

Of the 187 papers assessed, 56% advocated the use of AM. Most of these only briefly referred to AM, highlighting it as the preferred approach to management. None assessed its feasibility in the given context, nor did any explore other ‘non-adaptive’ options. Another 29% included AM in the abstract, conclusion or keywords with no elaboration in the paper or a clear link to the main research presented. Indeed, one paper contained ‘adaptive management’ in the title but without subsequent reference to the concept. Seven per cent critiqued AM in some way, either in theory or in its application. Only 8% (15 papers) actually reported having implemented AM.

Only 18% of papers defined AM. Three gave their own definitions; the rest (31 papers) paraphrased or cited existing definitions. Many of these were rather brief and did not make specific reference to stages or components of the process but rather focused on its underlying premise or ideology. Eleven quoted one or more of the seminal articles, 13 cited seminal articles along with new work, and seven only cited recent work. These recent works included reports from the Canadian Forest Service and The British Columbia Ministry of Forests (Canadian Forest Service 2011; Nyberg 1998) as well as discipline-specific journal articles (Kay & Alder 2005), articles reporting on the application of AM (Nichols 2000) and those assessing its usefulness (Wilhere 2002).

In looking at the geographic location in focus in the papers, the largest proportion notably related to North American systems, where AM was originally developed; Australia also featured prominently (Fig. 1). In contrast, Asia, South America and Africa were represented by only a small number of studies (Fig. 1). Nearly half the papers focused on terrestrial systems, more than twice the amount that considered marine systems (Fig. 1). Water and biodiversity were the two largest natural resource categories, each accounting for >20% of papers. Fisheries, the focus of much earlier discussion of AM, accounted for only 7% of studies (Fig. 1). Studies with a landscape scope were most common, single species studies the least (Fig. 1). Studies where management focused on achieving a specific, usually narrow, conservation objective, or for the supply of a particular resource, were more common than integrated or multi-objective management objectives (Fig. 1). Although 24% of papers addressed contexts where the management problem encompassed multiple challenges, the broad context for most studies was the management process itself (for example data sharing or management appraisal), followed by climate change and sustainable use (Fig. 1).

A distinction between ‘active’ and ‘passive’ AM featured in several of the papers, yet was inconsistent among them (Table 1). Active AM was framed by some as a process in which different management actions designed to achieve a specified goal are tested simultaneously, akin to experimental treatments (see Bryan et al. 2009; Dzus et al. 2009). Most did not specify the need to test a range of options simultaneously, but focused on learning as an explicit objective of management being the key differentiating feature (for example Bond & Loomis 2009; Lawler 2009; Owens 2009). Others highlighted quantitative system modelling as the distinguishing feature of AAM (Jacobson et al. 2009). Wilson et al. (2009) suggested three options: passive, active and experimental AM, but their definitions for active and experimental AM both focus on deliberate learning and are not clearly distinguishable (that is, they contrast ‘manage optimally for learning’ with ‘manipulation of the system to maximize the speed of learning’; see Table 1).

APPLICATION OF ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT

Taking those 15 papers which reported having applied AM, how does the management described in each correspond to the AM framework (see list of AM components in methods)? On average each paper included less than five of the eight components. Those most commonly omitted were participation and iteration of the management cycle (Table 2). In some cases this was a consequence of management still being in the assessment and planning phase; for others one cycle was completed but no indication given of the intention for an iterative process. Of the 15, assuming benefits can be obtained before completing a full management cycle, nine studies reported using AM successfully, one reported implementation as a failure (Norgaard et al. 2009) and five provided no statement on the outcome.

Of those reporting success, this was either in terms of enhanced stakeholder involvement (Bryan et al. 2009), progress towards achieving management objectives (Bryan et al. 2009; Eberhard et al. 2009; Mackenzie & Keith 2009), or informative assessment and monitoring (Ascoli et al. 2009; Blackstock 2009; Bryan et al. 2009; Castley et al. 2009; Densmore & Karle 2009; Melzer et al. 2009; Newlin & Johnson 2009). Five studies had more than one objective in management, and five focused on management at a landscape scale. None included an assessment of success in relation to possible ‘non-AM’ alternatives. Several noted challenges to implementation (Table 3). We identified four categories
of constraints amongst the studies (there may however be others that did not feature in the studies we reviewed): (1) logistical, financial and staffing constraints; (2) the need for a supportive institutional environment; (3) challenges relating to experimentation within a management framework; and (4) problems relating to spatial and temporal scale (Table 3). For example, Norgaard et al. (2009) highlighted the difficulties of identifying indicators to assess the state and trajectory of the system in the face of other drivers of change in addition to management interventions, often acting at larger scales. Which of these is specific to AM, as opposed to management generally, was, however, not always clear.

APPRAISING ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT

In addition to papers describing applications of AM, 13 studies appraised the benefits and drawbacks of AM, including instances of premature assessment (Simberloff 2009), benefits in relation to the integration of ecological research within management decision-making (Gosselin 2009), collaborative governance (Kallis et al. 2009; Sagoff 2009), dealing with complex problems and uncertainty (Boyd & Svejar 2009; Prato 2009a, b, c), evaluations of its utility through modelling (Bond & Loomis 2009; Martin et al. 2009, Rout et al. 2009), and discussion of separate discourses (Jacobson et al. 2009; Owens 2009). None assessed the benefits or costs of AM in the field, including in relation to possible alternatives.

Several modelling studies showed the benefits of deliberate learning, but only in relation to specific models and their parameterizations. Bond and Loomis (2009) used numerical dynamic programming to estimate when to experiment, and by how much, thereby determining the trade-off between meeting short-term management goals and longer-term learning to improve management. They found a small
Table 1 Descriptions of active and passive adaptive management (quotations taken directly from reviewed articles).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Passive</th>
<th>Active</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baron et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Relies on historical information to construct a conceptual model of how a system works and how it will respond to changing conditions</td>
<td>Involves direct manipulation of key ecological processes to test understanding of relationships among system components and drivers and to examine the effects of policies or decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond and Loomis (2009)</td>
<td>Learning is not anticipated</td>
<td>Learning is anticipated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown (2009)</td>
<td>Places a greater emphasis on adjusting models used as the basis for decision-making</td>
<td>Emphasizes monitoring in an experimental context, extending all the way to a ‘management by hypothesis’ approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Implements a single preferred course of action based on the best available modelling and planning</td>
<td>Implements a range of competing alternative courses of action framed as formal experimental treatments subject to rigorous (often statistical) evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dzus et al. (2009)</td>
<td>‘Trial and error’</td>
<td>A systematic process of modelling, experimentation and monitoring to compare the outcomes of alternative management actions, tests alternative practices simultaneously as opposed to sequentially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gosselin (2009)</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>A form of adaptive management based on experimentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobson et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Involves adapting management decisions, using the monitoring of management actions to improve outcomes and to ensure management decision-making and policy implementation are more defensible</td>
<td>Projects that build a quantitative system model to make predictions about the outcomes of management actions. In such cases, policies act as hypotheses and management as an experiment to be implemented scientifically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawler (2009)</td>
<td>Involves building a management strategy based on historic data and then altering that strategy with new data as the system is monitored over time</td>
<td>Involves conscious experimentation, generally exploring the outcomes of multiple management strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Learning about the system behaviour occurs, but as a by-product of management</td>
<td>Is a formal attempt to deal with the so-called dual control problem of simultaneously meeting short-term system objectives and learning in order to make even better decisions in the future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxted (2009)</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>Existing knowledge is used to design experiments that test hypotheses about ecosystem responses to management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owens (2009)</td>
<td>Managers implement the alternative they think is ‘best’ (with respect to meeting management objectives), and then monitor to see if they were correct, making adjustments if desired objectives are not met</td>
<td>Managers implement more than one alternative as concurrent experiments to see which will best meet management objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prato (2009c)</td>
<td>Management team selects and implements the best compensatory management action for reducing the adverse impacts of future climate change and variability before that change occurs</td>
<td>Management team adjusts compensatory management actions over time, as needed, based on the results of testing hypotheses about the efficacy of those actions in alleviating adverse species impacts. . . treats management actions as experiments that generate information for testing hypotheses about ecosystem responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prober and Smith (2009)</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>Decisions are informed by general ecological theory or existing knowledge, and these are increasingly refined for local ecosystems through strategic evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Passive</th>
<th>Active</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rout et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Learning is valued, but is not part of the management plan</td>
<td>The ability to learn influences management decisions: there is a balance between achieving the objective in the present and learning for improved management in the future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wasserburg et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>Involves generation of alternative hypotheses and specific management experiments to evaluate these hypotheses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Learn by analysing the outcomes of past interventions</td>
<td>Optimally manage taking into account the possibility for learning. *Wilson also outlined experimental adaptive management (actively manipulate the system to maximize learning speed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Components of an AM approach included in implementation papers. Components are listed in procedural order; participation occurs throughout the process and hence is listed first.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adaptive management component</th>
<th>Number of papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Participation of those outside the management institution in order to manage conflict and increase the pool of contributions to potential management solutions</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Defining and bounding of the management problem, including the setting of management objectives</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Representing existing understanding through system models that include assumptions and predictions as a basis for further learning</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Identifying uncertainty and alternate hypotheses based on experience</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Implementation of actions/policies to allow continued resource management or production while learning (reducing uncertainty)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Monitoring of the effect of implementing new policies</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Reflection on, and learning from, monitoring results, comparison with original expectation in order to revise models and/or management actions based on what has been learned</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Iterative repetition of this cycle (points 1–6 above) so that management reduces uncertainties and lead to improved management outcomes over time</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

Definitions of adaptive management

Much ambiguity still surrounds AM. The term has been used to describe anything from formal natural resource management or conservation experiments (see for example Ascoli et al. 2009), to modelling management options (see Newlin & Johnson 2009), or encouraging participation and social learning (see Levrel et al. 2009). Some variation is to be expected, either when a concept is defined in a specific context, or when elaborating it to accommodate new circumstances or particular needs as, for example, in concepts of adaptive comanagement or adaptive collaborative management (Pierce Colfer et al. 2005). Different interpretations also reflect the diverse array of natural resources and management circumstances. Nevertheless, AM has both a formal definition and specific operational requirements. If used loosely, the concept risks being weakened, its core ideas obscured and its utility limited. Applying a concept effectively, including in environmental management, depends both on explicit definition of its core elements and on clearly framing that meaning in a given case (Pickett et al. 1994). Apart
Table 3  Studies providing examples of AM implementation (*modelling studies not field implementation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Resource management problem</th>
<th>Management scale</th>
<th>Multiple objectives</th>
<th>Previous field data available</th>
<th>Hypotheses stated</th>
<th>Contrasting management regimes (i.e. experimental replication)</th>
<th>Does management deal will competing demands?</th>
<th>Time scale of implementation (Number of cycles completed)</th>
<th>Identified constraints (category of constraint)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ascoli et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Wildlife/biodiversity: identification of prescribed burning regime for <em>Calluna</em> heathlands</td>
<td>Habitat</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Only more general data available</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>4 years (1 cycle complete), commencing second cycle</td>
<td>Logistical and resource constraints (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackstock et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Water: river basin management planning in the context of climate change</td>
<td>Landscape</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Little</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>No (passive view of AM)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3 years, still in planning/assessment phase</td>
<td>Conflicts with formal regulations (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackstock (2009)</td>
<td>Water: river basin management planning</td>
<td>Landscape</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Little</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>No (passive view of AM)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1 year, (1 cycle complete), commencing second cycle</td>
<td>Reconciling long and short term management priorities (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan et al. (2009)*</td>
<td>Water: mitigating <em>Cryptosporidium</em> risk in water sources</td>
<td>Landscape</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No (passive view of AM)</td>
<td>1 year, (1 cycle complete), commencing second cycle</td>
<td>Limited learning due to passive approach (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castley et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Wildlife/biodiversity: managing tourism and biodiversity in protected areas</td>
<td>Landscape</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No (passive view of AM)</td>
<td>1 year, (1 cycle complete), commencing second cycle</td>
<td>Not given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Densmore and Karle (2009)</td>
<td>Water: mitigating impacts of floods with respect to stream restoration</td>
<td>Landscape</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No (passive view of AM)</td>
<td>15 years (one cycle) surveys done every 1 to 3 years</td>
<td>Not given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eberhard et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Water: watershed catchment management for improved water quality</td>
<td>Landscape</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5 years, further details not given</td>
<td>Lag times and variability conflict with management timescale (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie and Keith (2009)</td>
<td>Forest: reduce extinction risk of a threatened tree population</td>
<td>Single species</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 years (1 cycle completed, monitoring for second on-going)</td>
<td>Not given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melzer et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Wildlife/biodiversity: pest management</td>
<td>Habitat</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>First cycle not complete</td>
<td>Long time frames therefore assessing effectiveness must occur on longer-term (4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Resource management problem</th>
<th>Management scale</th>
<th>Multiple objectives</th>
<th>Previous field data available</th>
<th>Hypotheses stated</th>
<th>Contrasting management regimes (i.e. experimental replication)</th>
<th>Does management deal with competing demands?</th>
<th>Time scale of implementation (Number of cycles completed)</th>
<th>Identified constraints (category of constraint)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Newlin &amp; Johnson (2009)</td>
<td>Water: mitigation measures for stream sediment deposition</td>
<td>Habitat</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>4 cycles</td>
<td>Not given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norgaard (2009)</td>
<td>Water: management of the CALFED Bay-Delta</td>
<td>Landscape</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>7 years (one cycle)</td>
<td>System changed before learning about dynamics could take place; difficulty in establishing reliable indicators/metrics for state of the system; management implemented at small scales but changes taking place at larger spatial and temporal scales which eroded progress (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Toole et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Water: information exchange in regional-scale water management</td>
<td>Landscape</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>Engagement and communication in management/governance process (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priddel and Carlile (2009)</td>
<td>Wildlife/biodiversity: threatened species recovery programme</td>
<td>Single species</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>Not given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seidl et al. (2009)*</td>
<td>Forest: consequences of climate-induced changes in the biotic disturbance regime</td>
<td>Habitat</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>95 years total, 5 year simulation periods (cycles)</td>
<td>Not given</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
from providing clear direction, this promotes a common understanding of intentions, actions and both anticipated and actual outcomes, which fosters shared learning and promotes progress (Runge 2011). Additionally this would aid more efficient policy formulation and the provision of incentives to overcome barriers to the implementation of AM, including technical challenges (see Moore et al. 2011).

Many who use the term AM rarely define it clearly or specify just how to apply it. Too often it seems to be used as a buzzword: for example, we identified one paper where AM featured in the title but nowhere else in the paper. The ubiquitous use of the term creates the illusion of a large literature, when in reality its practical application and evaluation is not so extensive. Increasing reference to new literature might reflect development of the concept beyond Walters’ and Holling’s original work, but we found that although several authors cited new work, most simply relied on seminal articles, even while sometimes misstating the core concepts. Greater attention needs to be given to adhering to the definition and description of AM by both the scientific and policy communities so that new ideas can develop, and the original concept evolve (Allen et al. 2011; Runge 2011). More specifically, for management to be considered as AM it must include a formalized process of learning, preferably combined with deliberate experimentation, a core concept of AM (Walters 2007). By formalized learning we refer to comparison with original expectation in order to revise models and/or management actions based on what has been learned, this includes specific articulation of what information is being sought and precisely how it will change future decisions (Runge 2011).

Active and passive adaptive management

The distinction between passive and active AM is a particular point of confusion. Walters and Holling (1990) emphasized a distinction between ‘active’ and ‘passive’ adaption in management. Their article suggested that most management is characterized by passive adaptation to change and they proposed AM as an alternative to this; rather than this (see list of AM components in Methods), one of the novelties lies in the idea that experimentation is necessary in order to learn about a system, a focus that has been lost (Walters 2007; Walters & Holling 1990).

We suggest that coining of the term ‘active AM’ was an attempt to refocus on the experimentation element that Walters and Holling’s work emphasized (Walters 2007), an observation supported by Allen and Gunderson (2011). While subdivision of the AM concept into passive and active approaches has been useful, we believe that refocusing on deliberate experimentation as articulated by Walters and Hollings may also hold promise for further development of the AM concept. While AM in its entirety is certainly more than this (see list of AM components in Methods), one of its novelties lies in the idea that experimentation is necessary in order to learn about a system, a focus that has been lost (Walters 2007; Walters & Holling 1990).

The myths and realities of adaptive management

AM is claimed by some to be a well-developed approach (for example Eberhard et al. 2009). This is not necessarily the case. While the theory of AM is clear (if at times misunderstood or misrepresented), in many respects the approach remains little explored. Few studies presented a framework for a specific management problem or documented an application, and even fewer assessed relative costs and benefits. McFadden et al. (2011) drew similar conclusions in their recent review, finding a comparable small percentage of implementation studies (13% in MacFadden et al. versus 11% in this study). Others claim examples of successful application are rare (Allen & Gunderson 2011); again this is not necessarily the
case. Although published examples of actual application of AM are certainly uncommon, we found as much evidence of its value (nine out of 15 articles in this review across a diverse set of contexts and management problems) as of its supposed shortcomings. Of course, this depends on what was implemented, and how success is defined, but if reported as having value to management then it is likely that the approach, or at least components of it, have something to offer. Indeed, McFadden et al. (2011), in considering success in AM to be ‘a favourable or desired outcome’, recognized that there is a range of outcomes that could be considered successful in a given context. Given the varying interpretations of AM, we believe that conclusions about its effectiveness have been premature and further work is needed to evaluate the approach itself and what constitutes success when it is implemented, a need also recently highlighted by McFadden et al. (2011).

There is also some misrepresentation in relation to the commonly-cited barriers to implementing AM. Supporters and critics alike have identified many potential problems, principally ones of cost, institutional barriers, and the capacity and conflicting priorities of stakeholders (McLain & Lee 1996; Walters 1997; Rogers 1998; Johnson 1999; Lee 1999; Rogers et al. 2000; Moir & Block 2001; Ladson & Argent 2002). Yet while these emerged in the critique papers, none figured prominently in the application papers we reviewed. For example, none reported that costs or stakeholder groups had proved to be stumbling blocks. Recently, Allen and Gunderson (2011) identified nine pathologies and challenges for AM, but perhaps just one of these (‘experiments are difficult’) could be considered to be specific to AM, a point Allen and Gunderson (2011) themselves highlighted when they stated ‘the pathologies we identify may be present in other forms of AM, or in any type of resource management, for that matter’.

There is a need to differentiate clearly between where AM failed to deliver management benefits (namely whether another management approach would have been better), as opposed to where the management system itself failed. For example, Sagoff (2009) raised concerns about whether AM could ensure the democratic political process required for making decisions in the context of management of the Kings Bay/Crystal River ecosystem. More specifically, he noted that ‘adaptive ecosystem management provides an academic blessing for this kind of ‘group grope’ - a way to institutionalize paralysis by analysis and to guarantee indecision over the long run’ (Sagoff 2009). Such broad statements disparaging all AM overlook the fact that failure to implement AM may be a failure of managers and the systems within which they work rather than that of AM specifically. Cost, institutional barriers and difficulties with stakeholder engagement are not particular to AM and it would be more accurate to discuss these as barriers to effective management in general. While commonly cited as a barrier, to our knowledge no studies have compared the cost of AM with conventional management approaches (i.e. those in which explicit experimentation, or a formalized learning process does not feature) within a particular system. Such analyses would be most useful.

AM continues to be hailed as a panacea, and specifically as a solution for many large-scale management problems (see Johnson 1999; Owens 2009). Indeed AM is often associated with large-scale applications and high complexity (Williams 2011b). However, there have also been suggestions that large complex problems might not be the best context for AM implementation. Implementation at small scales, in simple systems in which existing data suggest the causal relationships, and where contrasting management regimes can be introduced to test the hypothesized relationships might be more applicable (Gregory et al. 2006; Simberloff 2009). For example, AM is frequently discussed as a valuable approach in relation to climate change (24 studies in our review), even though this could be characterized as a problem of intricate complexity, high external influences, long time spans, high structural uncertainty and with low confidence in assessments (Gregory et al. 2006). Until AM is consistently defined and elaborated, it remains to be established in which management contexts it can most appropriately be applied.

Finally, some assume AM to be a valuable tool for climate change adaptation (Ogden & Innes 2009) and a valuable approach in ‘managing for resilience’ (for example Anderies et al. 2006; Benson & Garmestani 2011). The theoretical basis of both these assumptions remains untested. A more inclusive management process may indeed enhance adaptive capacity and resilience to climate change (Tomkins & Adger 2004), but AM has many other components that may be incompatible with these management perspectives. Some authors also confuse ‘management for adaptation’ with ‘adaptive management’, with AM being interpreted as management that adapts to change and has the flexibility to deal with new challenges (Pereira et al. 2009). It may indeed contribute to managing for adaptation but the two concepts are distinct, and AM’s potential contribution will depend on the time required to learn and the ability to detect the effects of management against a broader background of change. Long lag times mean that the outcomes of management can only be assessed in the long term; yet with such time scales distinguishing the effects of management from those of other factors may be challenging. Management implemented at small scales, but influenced by a backdrop of change occurring at larger spatial and longer temporal scales, may similarly lead to changes in the system occurring before learning about dynamics can take place (Norgaard et al. 2009; Tyre et al. 2011). Moreover, AM includes an assumption of dynamic stability in the underlying environment and the structural features of the resource system (Williams 2011b). Directional change in the environment (for example long-term decreases in average rainfall or increases in the range of ambient temperatures) is now often a feature of resource management decision making. This may be a significant challenge for AM’s approach to decision making.
in the context of climate change (Norgaard et al. 2009; Williams 2011b).

CONCLUSIONS

AM has become a prominent concept in natural resource management and yet in reality is still a relatively undeveloped area of research. Many have commented that the major challenges facing AM are fundamentally institutional rather than technical (see Stankey et al. 2005). Yet while management’s greatest challenges may indeed be institutional, few of these are specific to AM. From a scientific and technical perspective many practical questions specific to AM remain.

Modelling shows that management tends to be precautionary in the short- to medium-term, rather than experimental (Hauser & Possingham 2008; Moore 2008); in essence, actions with known moderate benefits are preferred over actions with uncertain but marginally larger expected benefits. By itself, however, modelling cannot be a test of AM. Real-world assessments of the value of experimentation within a management framework are needed, specifically reconciling long- and short-term management priorities and the perceived risk of experimentation with the potential for long-term management benefit.

Proper evaluation of other identified pathologies and challenges are also needed. Logistical, financial and staffing constraints have been identified. To what extent AM places greater demands in these respects, and what specific trade-offs with management ‘success’ might be involved, are also uncertainties and are likely to be highly context specific. Spatial and temporal scale (for example lag times, inherent variability and cross-scale interactions) and the difficulty in establishing reliable indicators and experiments that result in strong inference are perhaps the biggest challenges for the future of AM. Norgaard et al. (2009) concluded ‘adaptive management faces an inherent tension between its acknowledgment of complexity, uncertainty, and emergence and its presumption that goals and system metrics can be established to assess and adapt interventions’. Other approaches may be required to deal with uncertainty and complexity in the management of natural resources.

AM arouses both much enthusiasm and much scepticism but there is a need to foster more analytical dialogue. Specifically we have several suggestions to revive the further assessment and development of AM: firstly, to address issues of definition (we suggest refocusing on a formalized learning process and/or deliberate experimentation as the defining features of AM); secondly, to evaluate the value of this approach more systematically in a real world context in order to determine prospects for both learning and its expected value for management, thirdly to make such assessments in comparison to other approaches, particularly with respect to implementation costs. AM is not an end in itself, nor will it be useful in every context but rather it is a tool that offers the potential to improve management outcomes over time in some contexts. Explicit formalized analyses are needed in assessing in which situations an AM approach is appropriate for tackling uncertainty and complexity in environmental management.
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